ANTICIPATING THE APOCALYPSE
On returning to the Fugard Theatre for the
third programme in the series of concerts
under the auspices of our Monteverdi Project,
the Sigrid Rausing Studio is beginning to feel
like a home for Early Music in Cape Town.
Nowhere else have we performed more often
in the short (but busy) three years of the Cape
Consort’s existence. Given your support and
interest we certainly wish to further expand on
this foundation. It is our dream and hope to
contribute towards the establishment of a local
tradition of informed performance practice of a
diversified and individually contextualized
musical repertoire. In this sense we do not
anticipate an apocalypse but rather an
epiphany,
regarding
the
tracing
and
explication of the manifold links connecting
given musical practices to specific historical,
geographical and cultural contexts.
The first programme in our series focussed on
the matrix of Arcadian imagery and
Monteverdi’s somewhat subversive idea of
introducing musical dramatizations into a
traditionally idyllic and lyrical genre. The
second introduced the concerted madrigal,
obligato instruments and explicit dramatic
devices such as the stile concitato in works of
other Italian composers working in a similar
vein as Monteverdi. In this programme we
now place the avant-garde developments of
music in Italy into historical perspective, by
offering a comparison with the far more
conservative musical practices prevailing
concurrently in England and Germany.
With the exception of Thomas Tallis, who is
much older, all composers of this programme
were born within a time span of 23 years.
Considering the enormous diversity of styles
one would hardly consider them to be
contemporaries. Yet this they were. Hence it
seems advisably to reconsider the widely
accepted understanding of homogeneous or
at least similar historical styles. Rather, it
becomes evident that geographical and
cultural expanses must be drawn into
consideration just as much as historical
periods, to meaningfully delineate and
characterize styles of expression.
Even the small selection of works presented in
this programme aptly demonstrates the case
in point:

Around 1600 Ferrabosco and Gibbons still
maintain a strictly polyphonic Renaissance
consort style in England. While Dowland
sustains the rich sonority of this genre, he lets
go of the strict counterpoint and instead
imbues it with his inimitably touching
melancholia or – in his happier moments –
with a heart-warming folksiness. In Germany,
Steffens’ instrumental works are at their root
still indebted to medieval dance forms. Yet in
his ‘new, worldly’ madrigals (influenced by
Hassler) he, also, embraces the lighter and
often humorous vein of folk music. At the
same time his younger colleague Schütz,
studying in Venice eagerly assimilates novel
Italian approaches, as is evident in his first
publication of student compositions. (In his
mature works he will later merge Italian and
German styles, arriving at the famous
Schützian blend and balance between
individually
expressive
and
inclusively
communal music.)
Indisputably, Italy is at the helm of musical
developments regarding the dramatic genres,
arguably largely owing its hegemony to
leading figures like Monteverdi. Yet, so openminded is its cultural climate that it even
accommodates the extravagant experiments
of a figure like Count Gesualdo, whose barely
th
tonal music preempts late 19 -century
harmonic devices, which seem daring even
by today’s standards. This music is simply
incomparable to any other contemporary
musical expression, yet vividly speaks of the
tolerance and diversity prevailing at the time.
Regular patrons of our concerts will notice
that the pastoralists Silvio, Linco and Mirtillo –
fully engrossed in their maginary arcadian
world – have been replaced by Horatio, urban
‘keeper of time’ and self-reflecting ‘orator’.
Equally the generic nymphs – Clori and
Dorinda – are substituted by a real woman,
Philomena, ‘the one that is constantly loved’.
Thus we have finally left Arcadia and entered
Modernity, for which indeed the year 1600 is
often considered the threshhold. What must
have seemed like a devastating Arcadian
apocalypse at the time, has proved to be the
beginning of a most fascinating era, which is,
however, (perhaps at this very moment?)
heading for yet another cataclysmic transition.
Hans Huyssen

PLOT
Horatio, a struggling artist and barber’s
assistant, makes a to-do list for what he
believes to be his last day on earth. He means
to quit his job, confess his love for Philomena
(girlfriend of Mortimer), convert to Christianity
and have a party. But nothing seems to work
out: first, he can’t quit his job, because his boss
has decided to stay home. Philomena isn’t
home (she has gone to church), but Horatio
meets her boyfriend instead, who has injured
himself and has to be taken to hospital. Horatio
then goes to church, meets Philomena by
chance, and confesses not his sins, but his
love. She seems pleased at first, but is then
upset when Horatio mentions the injured
Mortimer and runs away. Horatio is
despondent, but (as time is running out!)
decides to get over it and enjoy his party. At
least he drowns his sorrows quite successfully
– it turns out that this is the only item on his list
that he can successfully tick off. Everyone
watches the final sunset together when
Philomena – surprisingly – pays him a visit,
delivering the news that she has finally left
Mortimer. Now nothing stands in the way of a
blissful new relationship – exept for the
imminent Apocalypse. But in the end it turns out
that the end is not yet the anticipated end...
Lente Louw

Claudio Monteverdi
Laudate pueri for 5 voices and bc (h)
Giovanni Maria Trabaci (ca. 1575-1647)
Gagliarda for organ (i)
Heinrich Schütz (1585-1672)
O dolcezze amarissime
Di marmo siete for 5 voices and bc (j)
Carlo Gesualdo
O vos omnes for 5 voices a capella (k)
Johann Steffens (1563-1616)
Paduana & Galliard in d in 5 parts (l)
Der Kuckuck auf dem Zaune saß (m)
Der Kuckuck hat sich zu Tode gefallen
for 5 voices a capella
Paduana in g in 5 parts (l)
Claudio Monteverdi
Hor che’l ciel (n)
for 6 voices, 2 violins and bc
SOURCES
(a) Pavans, Fantasies, Grownds, &c with
Devisions upon them’ (Newcastle, 1636)
(b) MSS. 29372–7, in the library of the Royal
College of Music
(c) A Pilgrimes Solace (1612)
(d) Il Sesto Libro de Madrigali a Cinque Voci
(Venetia, 1614)

PROGRAMME

(e) Il Quinto Libro di Madrigali, (Genoa, 1611)

Alfonso Ferrabosco (1575-1628)
Pavan in 5 parts and bc (a)

(f) The Second Booke of Songs or Ayres
(1600)
(g) The Mulliner Book (Oxford, ca. 1560)

Orlando Gibbons (1583-1625)
Cries of London (b)
in 5 parts (voices and instruments)
John Dowland (1563-1626)
Sweet Stay for 5 voices and bc (c)
Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643)
A dio, Florida (d)
for 5 voices and bc
Carlo Gesualdo (1566-1613)
Merce grido piangendo (e)
for 5 voices a capella
John Dowland (1563-1626)
Clear or cloudy (f)
for 5 voices and bc
Thomas Tallis (ca. 1505-1585)
Clarifica me Pater for organ (g)

(h) Messa a Quattro voci, et salmi a 1–8 v. e
parte da cappella & con le litanie della
Beata Virgine (Venitia, 1650)
(i) Il Primo Libro de Ricercate, Canzone
franzese, Capricci, etc. (Napoli, 1603)
(j) Il Primo Libro de’ Madrigali… op.1
(Venetia, 1611)
(k) Sacrae cantiones Liber Primus, (Napoli,
1603)
(l) Ausserlesener Paduanen und Galliarden,
Ander Theil (Hamburg, 1609)
(m) Neue teutsche weltliche Madrigalia und
Balletten (Hamburg, 1619)
(n) Madrigali guerrieri et amorosi, Libro ottavo
(Venetia, 1638)

Antoinette Blyth, Lente Louw, Vera Vukovic – soprano
Nick de Jager, Willem Bester – tenor
Charles Ainslie – bass
Annien Shaw – Baroque violin
Emile de Roubaix – Baroque violin, viola
Rebekka Sandmeier – viola da gamba
Vera Vukovic – lute
Erik Dippenaar – descant viol, organ
Lente Louw – music compilation, script
Roelien Booysen – poster design
De Waal Immelman, Lente Louw – projection design
Tessa Roos, Victoria Stevens – cues
Benjamin du Plessis – lighting
Hans Huyssen – Baroque cello and musical direction

Since its inception in 2010 the Cape Consort
has evolved into a most innovative ensemble
dedicated to stylish realizations of early music.
Its performances are historically informed,
spirited and highly communicative. Its carefully
programmed concerts – constantly exploring
new (that is old and unusual) repertoire –
attract a dedicated following. The Cape
Consort has received the Woordtrofee for ‘best
classical music production’ at the 2012
Stellenbosch Woordfees and has been
nominated for a KykNet Fiësta Award.
It presents an on-going early music series at
the Fugard Theatre in Cape Town and has
released its first CD with a selection of
Madrigals by Monteverdi.

